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PREFACE
This Memorandum describes the U.S. Primate Cardiovascular Experiment which flew aboard
the Soviet biosatellite mission, Cosmos 1667, in 1985. The experiment was designed to study
cardiovascular changes in non-human primates exposed to a microgravity environment. The
material contained herein has been extracted from various U.S. documents written in
preparation for, and following the flight of Cosmos 1667. Earlier reports relating to the
Cardiovascular Experiment are briefly described in a Document Overview section. More
detailed information about U.S./U.S.S.R. joint experiments flown aboard previous Cosmos
missions can be found in the technical memorandums published for Cosmos 782, 936, 1129, and
1514 (1,2,3,4).
This report consists of two main parts: section I includes a description of the mission and
section II contains an analysis of data collected for the Cardiovascular Experiment. The
experiment consisted of a 7-day spaceflight study, a delayed synchronous ground-based control
experiment, vivarium control studies, and orthostatic (tilt) tests and cross calibration tests of a
vascular cuff transducer implanted in the primate.
The Cardiovascular Experiment was basically a repeat of the experiment flown aboard Cosmos
1514 in 1983, although several improvements were implemented for the 1667 mission. The data
and summary results described include some comparisons of the Cosmos 1514 and 1667
Cardiovascular Experiments.
We gratefully acknowledge our Soviet colleagues, who in 1985 provided the opportunity to
conduct this flight experiment and made major contributions to its success.
James P. Connolly
Cosmos Project Manager
NASA Ames Research Center
Moffett Field, California
May 1994
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FINAL REPORT OF THE U.S. PRIMATE CARDIOVASCULAR
EXPERIMENT FLOWN ON THE SOVIET BIOSATELLITE COSMOS
1667
John W. Hines and Michael G. Skidmore, Editors
Ames Research Center
Moffett Field, California
SUMMARY
Two male young-adult rhesus monkeys were flown on the Soviet Biosatellite Cosmos 1667 for
seven days from July 10-17, 1985. Both animals were instrumented to record neurophysiological
parameters. One animal, Gordyy, was additionally instrumented to record cardiovascular
changes. Space capsule and environmental parameters were very similar to those of previous
missions. On Cosmos 1514, which flew for five days in 1983, one animal was fitted with a left
carotid artery cuff to measure blood pressure and flow velocity. An additional feature of Cosmos
1667 was a postflight control study using the flight animal. Intermittent postural tilt tests were
also conducted before and after spaceflight and synchronous control studies, to simulate the
fluid shifts associated with spaceflight. The experiment results support the conclusion derived
from Cosmos 1514 that significant cardiovascular changes occur with spaceflight. The changes
most clearly seen were rapid initial decreases in heart rate and further decreases with
continued exposure to microgravity. The triggering mechanism appeared to be a headward shift
in blood and tissue fluid volume which, in turn, triggered adaptive cardiovascular changes.
Adaptive changes took place rapidly and began to stabilize after the first two days of flight.
However, these changes did not plateau in the animal by the last day of the mission.
I. MISSION DESCRIPTION
A. INTRODUCTION
Both the U.S. and U.S.S.R. space programs have used animal payloads to prepare for
manned spaceflights and to understand human physiologic responses to space (1,2,3,4).
Non- human primates are ideal subjects for study because they are similar to man not only
in their physiology but also in their upright posture. Prior to this mission, work with
primates in space was limited to four U.S. and two Soviet flights. Two chimpanzee flights
of very short duration conducted by the U.S. in 1961 preceded the first U.S. manned
flight. In 1969, a single pig-tailed monkey was flown for only 8.8 days of a planned 30
day mission. The U.S. successfully flew two uninstrurnented squirrel monkeys aboard the
7-day Shuttle mission of Spacelab 3 in 1985. The Soviets flew two missions with
chronically instrumented non-human primates, the 5-day Cosmos 1514 flight of 1983 and
the 7-day Cosmos 1667 flight discussed in this memorandum. Since the completion of the
1667 mission and the writing of this section, the Soviets have flown three additional
missions with U.S. involvement; Cosmos 1887 in 1987, Cosmos 2044 in 1989 and
Cosmos 2229 in 1992, each of which contained two rhesus monkeys (5,6).
Although spaceflight experience with primates hits been fairly limited, they have been used
in a substantial nunlber of ground-based studies (7). Such studies are invaluable in helping
to interpret findings fiom spaceflight. Results of ,.zround-based cardiovascular experiments
have shown that rhesus monkeys undergo definitechanges in cardiovascular system
regulation following ground-based simulations of weightlessness as well as during actual
spaceflight (8). The cardiovascular experiment conducted on Cosmos 1667 was designed
to further define the magnitude of, and assess possible mechanisms for these changes.
The primary goals for U.S. participation in the Soviet Cosmos 1667 Mission were:
To use an implantable vascular cuff to measure carotid artery pressure and blood flow
in 3-5 kg rhesus monkeys, and to provide all flight and ground support
instrumentation for the experiments.
To transfer ,'aw physiological data obtained from the implanted cuff during flight
and ground control experiments to a U.S. analog tape recording system for
subsequent data analysis at the Cardiovascular Research Laboratory, NASA Ames
Research Center.
There were two secondary goals for the Cosmos Prirnate Cardiovascular Experiment. One
was to use the data obtained to estimate oxygen delivery capacity to the brain during
spaceflight. This procedure was postponed for a future mission because it necessitated
ligation of the external carotid artery. Another goal wits to correlate hemodynamic data with
other Soviet data recorded concurrently. Such a correlative analysis was performed during
one aspect of the Cosmos 1514 mission, when blood flow velocity in the carotid during
flight was compared to total body cardiac output as detemlined by impedance cardiography.
The 7-day Cosmos 1667 mission was launched on July 10, 1985 and recovered July 17,
1985. Conditions with respect to mission parameters were very similar to those of Cosmos
1514 as shown in Table 1. Table 2 provides a complete list, by subject type, of
investigations onboard Cosmos 1667 from many countries, including other studies utilizing
the two rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta). The two primates, Gordyy (previously named
Feemka), and Oomka, were instrumented for Soviet neurophysiological studies. This
instrumentation consisted of bilaterally implanted microelectrodes in the vestibular nuclei,
and electrooculogram (EOG) and electroencephalogram (EEG) electrodes. Gordyy was
additionally instrumented for cardiovascular studies, specifically to measure blood pressure
and flow in the left common carotid artery. Gordyy was the second animal to be
instrumented to measure cardiovascular changes during spaceflight, the first being Bion
flown aboard Cosmos 1514.
Two kinds of control studies were carried out to aid in the interpretation of the inflight
cardiovascular experiment data. The post-flight ground-based synchronous (actually,
delayed) control experiments (9-16 August 1985) were designed to duplicate the flight
environment except for factors unique to the spaceflight, namely weightlessness and
exposure to space radiation. The animals studied during the synchronous control study
were Gordyy, and two cardiovascularly (CV) instrumented, non-flight primates, Kvak and
Samurai. The vivarium control was designed to collect as much data as possible with
subjects housed in normal laboratory conditions, to control for all factors unique to the
internal spacecraft environment. In addition to the control studies, orthostatic (tilt) tests
were carried out on Gordyy, Kvak, Samurai and on three other CV instrumented, non-
flight primates, Angel, Fronya and Troll. Postural tilt tests were designed to simulate
gravitational fluid shifts that occur with spaceflight. Response to preflight tilt was used as a
screening procedure in selection of candidate flight animals. Response to tilt was also used
to assess the presence or absence of cardiovascular deconditioning (altered heart rate, blood
pressure and/or blood flow levels) following flight and synchronous control experiments.
Table 3 shows the major tests carried out on each of the CV instrumented animals.
B. MISSION OPERATIONS
1. General Experiment Design
Except for the modifications listed below, the experiment design tbr the Cosmos 1667
Primate Cardiovascular Experiment was the same as for Cosmos 1514. Problems
encountered while conducting the cardiovascular experiment aboard Cosmos 1514 resulted
in corresponding improvements for Cosmos 1667. Implemented changes are described in
detail in the final science report for Cosmos 1667 (8). The modifications (italicized)
included:
Data for the Cardiovascular Experiment was recorded continuously for 5 minutes
every 30 minutes during the lights-off period and continuously for 5 minutes every 2
hours during the lights-on period. Data was recorded on Cosmos 1514 for 5 minutes
every 2 hours throughout the experiment.
Both flight animals were implanted with neurovestibular electrodes (microelectrodes in
the vestibular nuclei bilaterally, EOG sensors and EEG electrodes). A single non-CV
instrumented animal was flown aboard Cosmos 1514.
Two CV instrumented animals, in addition to the flight animal, were studied under
ground-based synchronous control conditions. No postflight CV tests were conducted
following Cosmos 1514.
Animal handling procedures were modified during the preflight training period and
postflight tests, to prevent potential damage to the transducer implant in the neck area.
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Tilt tests were carried out before and after flight and synchronous control experiments
in as many animals as possible to establish a ground-based data pool for this
procedure. This was not done on Cosmos 1514.
Instrument calibration procedures were modified to ensure accuracy of blood pressure
measurements. A fixed reference resistance ("shunt calibrator") was used to cross
check the laboratory and flight boxes. Cross calibration was performed only on the
flight boxes for Cosmos 1514.
The U.S.S.R. surgical team was trained and supported by U.S. investigators to
ensure proper surgical implantation procedures were conducted since some animals
were lost 60-90 days after surgery for the Cosmos 1514 mission.
For Cosmos 1667 one preflight in-vivo cross calibration and two postflight cross
calibrations were conducted. No postflight in-vivo cross calibrations were performed
after the Cosmos 1514 mission.
An onboard reference timer/sequence controller was added to eliminate the potential
heart rate discrepancies which existed in the Cosmos 1514 data.
A U.S. ambient pressure sensor was added on Cosmos 1667. No direct U.S.S.R.
pressure measu,ement was available on Cosmos 1514.
Data selection (appropriate segments for analysis) was supported by the U.S.
investigators, and the significant problems in Cosmos 1514 data selection were
circumvented.
Six animals were instrumented for the Cosmos 1667 cardiovascular experiment (Table 3)
for which data were collected. Of these, only Gordyy, weighing 4 kg, was flown aboard
the spacecraft. Two monkeys, Samurai and Kvak, served as ground-based controls for the
flight animal. Tilt tests were performed on these three subjects as well as on three others,
Angel, Fronya and Troll.
2. Pre-flight Events
CV cuffs were surgically implanted in the six animals in May 1985. Leads were
exteriorized several days later. Pre-flight tilt tests were performed on all six animals in late
June 1985. Data were collected from tilt, transducer cross calibration, control monitoring
and bioengineering tests in the pre-flight period.
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3. Launch, On-orbit and Re-entry Events
Gordyy was placed in near-earth orbit 63 days after cuff implantation. The cuff provided
excellent quality signals for 155 days. Inflight data sampling frequency was for 5 minutes
every 2 hours from 0800 to 2400 hours (lights-on), and for 5 minutes every 30 minutes
from 2400 to 0800 hours (lights-off). Data collected during flight consisted of carotid flow,
carotid pressure, ECG, time code and ambient pressure measurements.
4. Post-flight Events
Post-flight tilt tests were perfomled three days after spaceflight on Gordyy and Samurai.
Gordyy, Samurai and Kvak were subjected to a 7-day ground-based synchronous control
expenment one month following spaceflight. Tilt tests were carried out again three days
after the synchronous control experiment on Gordyy, Samurai and Kvak. Post-flight data
were collected from synchronous control, tilt and cross calibration tests.
Data transfer occurred after completion of all post-flight synchronous control experiments.
The transfer of analog data from Soviet tape recorders to U.S. tape recorders took place
from 30 September 1985 to 23 October 1985 in Moscow. Transfer of the physiologic data
to U.S. data acquisition and analysis systems occurred upon return of equipment to Ames
Research Center on 6 November, 1985.
C. U.S. BIOINSTRUMENTATION DEVELOPMENT
1. Flight Hardware
The flight and ground support equipment used for the Cardiovascular Experiment is listed
in Table 4. The flight data recording configuration, including the CV signal processor
("Unit") is shown schematically in Figure 1. The CV signal processor consisted of blood
pressure and velocity transducers, their associated signal conditioners and a control circuit.
The signal conditioners were powered bv a lithium battet'y pack since their extreme
sensitivity to voltage variations precluded the use of standard spacecraft power. The
pressure and velocity transducers were mounted in a common plastic cuff, as diagrammed
in Figure 2. It contained two parts: the upper portion of the assembly which contained both
pressure and flow transducers; and the lower portion which consisted of several
interchangeable shells of different sizes, capable of fitting around vessels ranging from 2.5
to 5.0 mm in diameter. The cuff was constructed of injection molded plastic to ensure that
surfaces were smooth and that the upper and lower sections mated closely. The device was
surgically placed over the carotid artery. The leads were passed under the skin and
exteriorized at the monkey's lower back.
The CV signal processor became activated upon accepting a "start pulse" from the
biosatellite on reaching orbit. The CV signal processor data output included carotid blood
pressure and flow as well as internal calibration pulses, ambient pressure and a time code.
The CV data were recorded on Soviet tape recorders. Soviet flight recorder data were
transferred to a U.S. recorder postflight. CV flight hardware elements are shown in Figure
3 and the flight hardware system integration is shown in Figure 4 (see Section II, reference
5). More detailed schematics and photographs of major cardiovascular hardware, along
with specifications, are provided in the final report of the experiment flown on Cosmos
1514 (Section II, reference 1).
Barometric pressure was measured using a commercially purchased "Barocel" unit to
correct and normalize the implanted pressure sensor to 760 mm Hg. The Barocel unit is
shown in Figure 3. The device included a highly accurate diaphragm capacitance transducer
and was physically mounted in the capsule during the flight. The signal conditioner for the
barometric pressure sensor and the microprocessor timer/controller were physically located
in housing labeled "Biorhythm Recorder", used for a different experiment on Cosmos
1514. The Barocel and its associated electronics operated well during the synchronous
control experiment, but failed to provide accurate measurements during the last few days of
flight. Due to this problem, transducer pressure cell values were corrected using the
calculated ambient spacecraft pressure values provided by the Soviet investigators.
2. Ground Support Equipment
Equipment of various types was required to support the inflight hardware (Table 4).
Custom-made biological signal simulators were used to perform system integration tests
when animal subjects could not be present. Test equipment was required for calibrations,
diagnosis of system problems, and conducting on-site repairs. Additional equipment was
required to support data transfer from U.S.S.R. to U.S. tape recorders.
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TABLE 1
FLIGHT PARAMETERS FOR COSMOS BIOSATELLITE MISSIONS
WITH U.S. PARTICIPATION (THROUGH 1985)
COSMOS COSMOS COSMOS COSMOS COSMOS
782 936 1129 1514 1667
PARAMETERS
Launch
Recovery
Duration (Days)
Orbital Period
(Min)
Apogee (Kin)
Perigee (Kin)
Inclination (Deg)
11/25/75
12/15/75
19.5
08/03/77
08/22/77
18.5
09/25/79
10/14/79
18.5
12/14/83
12/19/83
5.0"
07/10/85
07/17/85
7.0
90.5 90.7
405 419
226 224
62.8 62.8
90.5
4{}6
226
62.8
89.3
288
226
82.3**
89.4
270
211
82.4**
* Mission duration shortened for first rhesus monkey flighl.
** Higher orbital inclination for radiation experiments.
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TABLE 4
CARDIOVASCULAR HARDWARE DESCRIPTION
HARDWARE TYPE ITEM
Flight (8 sets for U.S.S.R. use)
Ground equipmt. (4 sets for U.S.S.R. use)
Test equipment (I set for U.S.S.R. use)
Support equipment (1 set for U.S. use)
CV signal prc_essor (includes
timer/controller, pressure and flow signal
conditioners)
Ambient presstire signal conditioner
Ambient pressure sensors
Combined pressure/flow cuffs
Interconnection cables and boxes
Battery pack tester
Signal simulator
Battery pack spares
220/1 I0 V transfommr
Pressure sensor calibration system
Flow sensor calibration system
Spare parts kit
Tools
Data transfer (tape recorder, time code
generator, cables, connectors, etc.)
Interference test (spectrum analyzer,
frequency generator, etc.)
Cross calibration (L & M 1012, 2(X)7 signal
conditioners, etc.)
Rechar_,eable/switchable power supply
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II. PRIMATE CARDIOVASCULAR FLIGHT EXPERIMENT
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A. INTRODUCTION
Results of the Cosmos 1514 primate C_u-diovascular Experiment indicated that significant
cardiovascular changes occur during spaceflight. The study conducted aboard Cosmos
1667 supports this conclusion. The changes appear to be triggered by a headward shift in
blood and tissue fluid volume. These adaptive changes would enable maintenance of
adequate oxygen delivery to the brain. Longer-term exposure to weightlessness would
result in further changes which serve to better adapt the animal to a hypo-metabolic state.
B. METHODS
1. Animal Training
Flight candidate animals began training at the Sukhumi primate facility about 1.5 years
preflight. Subjects underwent clinical and behavioral screening, initial training, and tail
removal to fit the flight couch before arriving in Moscow. General training included
operation of paste food and jr, ice bite-switches, launch/recovery g load simulation, and
training to flight couch confinement, isolation and other environmental factors. Special
training consisted of behavioral tasks related to vestibular tests conducted in lab-prototype
and flight-like systems.
2. Sensor Implantation
Vestibular head plates were attached to all of the 14 animals in the flight candidate pool
beginning in April 1985. One-half of the subjects received CV pressure and flow sensor
implants and a respiration sensor. The leads were exteriorized approximately 20 days later,
and Soviet EKG, EOG and rheoplethysmography leads were implanted. The other half of
the flight candidate pool received various brain electrode implants (1).
3. Selection of Flight Animals
Final selection was conducted after a 3-4 day flight simulation test of all candidates in a
primate "BIOS" mock-up. The test provided additional subject training, preflight control
data and an evaluation of overall subject performance. Final flight candidates and back-ups
were sent to the launch site, where metabolic tests and clinical evaluations were conducted.
After the two flight monkeys were placed in the flight BIOS couch, the final brain electrode
placements were made in the vestibular nt,clei of both animals. A complete systems test
was performed before launch.
4. Delayed Synchronous Control Study
The synchronous control study was conducted in Moscow one month following flight, on
the flight subjects. The preflight BIOS mock-up was used with a timeline identical to that of
flight.
5. Vivarium Control Study
Data collected from animals housed in normal laboratory conditions were used to compare
with flight data and to verify hardware function and experiment protocols.
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6. Tilt Tests
The flight and back-up animals, as well as the other animals were subjected to preflight and
postflight tilt tests as listed in Figure I-A (2). Animals were lightly anesthetized with
Valium (2 mg/kg) prior to testing to avoid possible physiological changes induced with
more potent anesthetic agents. Each tilt test had an overall duration of 37 minutes. The test
animals were exposed to the following changes in body position while lying supine on a tilt
table:
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Level 6
Level 7
5 minutes horizontal (0 °) control
6 minutes head-up (+70 °) tilt
5 minutes head-down (-70 °) tilt
5 minutes horizontal (0 °)
5 minutes head-down (-70 °) tilt
6 minutes head-up (+70 °) tilt
5 minutes horizontal (0 °) recovery
At the completion of each tilt test the animals were kept in a horizontal (0 °) body position
for 30 minutes, for recovery. They were then given 0.2 mg/kg Metacin, a parasympathetic
nervous system blocking agent, and observed for an additional 30 minutes in order to study
resting hemodynamic changes. Results of Metacin use are not included in this report.
7. Cross Calibration of CV transducers
For the 1667 spaceflight, new procedures to cross calibrate the pressure transducers were
required due to the following factors:
• The CV pressure and flow transducers were subject to drift over time and could not be
directly calibrated after surgical implantation.
• As the pressure transducers measure absolute pressure, the output would fluctuate with
variations in either spacecraft or laboratory ambient pressure.
• Due to limited availability of the flight hardware the majority of ground-based procedures
utilized lab equipment in place of the flight hardware.
Accordingly, a procedure for in-vivo calibration was developed to correct for transducer
drift and fluctuations in atmospheric pressure, and an in-vitro transfer standard was
developed to cross reference the various pieces of pressure sensor signal conditioning
hardware.
The in-vivo procedure involved inserting a needle attached to a calibrated pressure
transducer (Aitec rM brand pressure transducer) into the subject's femoral artery. Mean
arterial pressure was derived from the resultant wave foml. The subject's cardiovascular
system then was challenged by drug infusion in order to elevate the mean arterial pressure.
As systemic mean arterial pressure in a reclining subject was essentially equivalent, for the
femoral and carotid arteries, simultaneous meast, rements from the femoral artery and the
CV cuff allowed a cross calibration of cuff meast, red pressure values. A detailed calibration
procedure, including use of mathematical linear regression techniques to correlate femoral
and cuff nleasurements, was developed and utilized for all calibrations (3, 5).
The in-vitro transfer standard consisted of a precision resistor network "shunt resistor" that
could be connected to all pressure measurement equipment used for these studies. As the
flight pressure sensor signal conditioning equipment was functionally and operationally
identical to the lab pressure sensor signal conditioning equipment it was possible to
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characterizeandnormalizethesedevicesthroughtheuseof the"shuntresistor".The
resultingcrossreferencevalueswerereferredto as"calibrationshuntlevels".
C. DATA ANALYSIS
Information from ECG, head position, neck muscle activity and pneumocardiography data
obtained from Soviet investigators was used to screen the carotid flow and pressure
measurements collected during flight. Only data representing a resting physiologic state
were chosen for analysis. Acceptable data "sample windows" of 1-2 minutes in length were
obtained during lights-on periods. The entire 5 minute data recording window could often
be analyzed during the lights-off periods. All selected windows were then broken into sub-
intervals containing 20 heart beat segments (BS).
Consecutive sub-intervals of 20 beats each were partitioned from the data ranges selected
by the Soviet co-investigators. These 20 BS were determined by examining the ECG signal
and locating each occurrence of an R-wave. The pressure and flow signals were then
processed for the local minima and maxima that occur during systole and diastole. The
basic trend detection method for locating the onset of a pressure or flow waveform used a
least-squares approximation of the first derivative. This method has the advantage of
filtering out small variances in the signal due to noise and movement. After the pre-onset
point of each waveform was located, a sliding 5 point mean was used to locate the local
maxima. The arithmetic mean of each signal was calculated for each beat.
For each 20 BS, the mean of all 20 flow and pressure minima, maxima, and peripheral
resistance values were determined. All of the 20 BS for each event in the flight and
synchronous control experinaents were averaged to yield the systolic, diastolic, mean
pressure, maximum, minimum, mean flow, peripheral resistance, and heart rate for the
segment.
The pre-ejection period (PEP), measured as time in milliseconds from the peak of the R-
wave of the ECG to onset of the rise of the leading edge of the carotid pressure waveform,
was used as a measure of pulse transit time. Average values for 20 BS were determined for
all data.
All data obtained for a specific 5 or 6 minute tilt level event were selected to allow an
overview of the entire event on the monitoring screen and to eliminate areas of obvious
head or body motion. Pressure and flow signals were also monitored via computer for
significant displacement of flow baselines. The resulting data were then divided by the
monitoring program into discrete 20 BS. The 20 BS most closely representing the mean
values for heart rate, pressure and flow for each tilt level was chosen by the program.
Flight data were statistically analyzed for daily differences (compared to the ground-based
experiment with the same monkey), as well as for daily mean changes and day/night
variation. Statistical comparisons were conducted using an analysis of variance (ANOVA)
with multiple factors. P values with differences of p<0.05, or less, were considered
significant. Comparisons of continuous Flight and Ground Control data for the flight
monkey "Gordyy", are shown in Figures II-A to H. This same data for Gordyy is
expressed as daily means +/- standard error, with statistical differences noted at the
P < 0.05 and 0.01 level in Figures lI-I to P.
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Six-daypostflightsynchronouscontrolstudieswereconducted15Augustto 22August
1985,usingtheanimals"Samurai"and"Kvak". Comparisonsof datafor Samuraiwith
postflightcontroldatafrom Gordyyareshownin FiguresIV-A to AF. Tilt testdatafor
theseall monkeysareshownandcomparedin FiguresV-A throughU.
Thefollowing problemswereencounteredin analyzingthefinal datasetsandcorrective
actionsweretakenasdescribed:
o.Calibrationshuntlevelswerenotavailablefor eitherof theflight boxesusedfor the
SynchronousGround-BasedExperiments(SGBE)or for theL & M 2007labboxesused
during thecross-calibrationprocedures.Thispresentedproblemsin assigninghighly
quantitativevaluesto thederiveddata.Thiswashandledby usingthe2007highandlow
calpulsesasthetransferreferenceto theflight boxcalpulses.This assumesan ideal
transducer,andasaresultthefirst availablestickwouldtheoreticallyprovidethemost
accurateresults.In thecaseof Samurai,thethreesuccessfulstickswereappliedto the
flight boxdata.Eachgavesignificantlydifferentresults.Thecalibratedreadingsfor the
systolicanddiastolicCAPfrom approximatelymidnightof thedaysoutandthreeof the
testperiodareprovidedin thecomparativeTable 1.Clearly,theinitial crosscalibration
providesthemostconsistentlyacceptableresults.In Kvak's case,only onecalibrated
Ailtech stick wasavailable.Fortunately,thiswasthePre-Flightstick.Whenappliedto
Kvak's SGBEdatait alsoproducedacceptableresults.
For eachstick,a linearregressionwasperfomledrelatingtheAiltech referenceof mmHgto
theCAPchannel.Duringdigitization,theCAPisacquiredin valuesrangingfrom 0 to
1023.By determiningthetransferfunctionfor convertingtheseunrelatedunitsto mmHg,
theequivalentvalueof the2007calpulsescanbedetemlinedby applyingtheequationto
thedigital valuesacquiredduringthehighandlow calpulses.After determiningthe
physiologicequivalentof the0 and1volt pulses,thephysiologicequivalentswere
determinedfor onevoltelectricalstepsfrom -2 to 3 volts.Thisregressionline is derived
from eachstick by usingthehighandlow 2(X)7calpulsesas1and0 volts,respectively.In
this frameof reference,theflight boxcalsareequivalento 0 and-2 volts.Thecomplete
resultsof thisnumericalanalysisisprovidedasthefirst setof tablesin AppendixesB and
C for SamuraiandKvak,respectivelyin theFinalScienceReportfor thisexperiment(6).
• Althoughthelackof shuntlevelsmeantthatthestickscouldnotall berelated,theywere
still valid within theirown datasets.In otherwords,theyweresuccessfullyusedto
calibratethetilt studiesconductedimmediatelybeforethestick.Theonly timethiswasnot
possiblewasduringKvak's SynchronousControlTilt - thestickperfomledduring this
procedurewasnotprovidedwith Ailtechcalibrations.Therelbre,inorderto calibratethe
pressuredatafrom Kvak's SynchronousTilt it wasnecessaryto usetheonly availablestick
(Pre-Flight)whichhadbeenperfomledtwo monthsearlier.In generalthismeansthat
highlyquantitativecomparisonscannotbemadefromanimalto animalin thesamestudy,
or for animalsacrossstudies.It doesmeanthathighlyquantitativeresultsareavailable
during theconductof agivenstudy.Thisconclusionassunlesthatthemajorproblemis a
zerooffsetratherthanagainchange.
• Thedatacollectedfrom Kvak's flow transducerweresubjectto frequentdropouts.These
dropoutsdid noteffectthepressureor ECGsignals,andasaresult,severalof Kvak's
SGBEdataeventsareprovidedwith pressureandheartrate informationbutwithoutflow
data.
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FigureI-A containsa flowchartdiagramfor all animalsinstrumentedandtestedduringthis
experiment,designatingthetypeof testpedbrmedandadate.Thisreportprovidesdata
only from testson theanimalsKvak,SamuraiandGordyy(namefor Feemka,afterflight).
D. RESULTS
1. Comparison of Synchronous Experiment and Flight Data for Gordyy
Graphs comparing the daily changes between the Synchronous Ground Based Experiment
(SGBE), and flight for Gordyy are given in Figures II-A through II-H. Included are
changes in heart rate; systolic, diastolic and mean blood pressure; maximal, minimal and
mean carotid blood flow velocity; and carotid peripheral arterial resistance. Since launch
occurred at 0730 hours on 10 July 1985, the first day of flight was considered to be from
0800 hours on 10 July to 0800 hours on 11 July. All data were subsequently formatted and
calculated on this basis for a 24 hour period. Ground based data were handled identical to
flight data. The average (mean +/- standard error) daily change for a given variable was
then calculated in order to compare SGBE and flight events. Average calculated daily
values for each event (heart rate, pressure and flow) for the 6 days of flight are shown in
Figures II-I through II-P. Statistical differences between flight and ground, using an
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) are indicated by a single asterisk when p<0.05, and by a
double asterisk when p<0.01.
a. Heart Rate
The time course of heart rate change (Figures II-A and II-I) demonstrated expected
day/night variations, with mean values decreasing significantly (p<0.01) by flight day 5
compared to Day 1. No such significant change occurred over the course of the SGBE.
Mean daily values (Figure II-I) were consistently higher during the SGBE and were
markedly different on days 2, 3, and 5. These changes were interpreted to indicate either a
decrease in sympathetic tone; an increase in parasympathetic tone; a Starling effect change
induced by a headward fluid shift which enlarges the heart, leading to delivery of the same
cardiac output at a gTeater stroke volume: or an in-flight adaptive change in cardiac output in
response to a weightlessness induced hypodynamic and/or hypometabolic state.
b. Blood Pressure
Blood pressure changes are shown in Figures II-B through D and II-J through L. Systolic
pressure tended to increase over the duration of flight compared to SGBE (Figure II-B) and
diastolic pressure to be lower (Figures II-C and II-K), being significantly so on Days 1 and
2 of flight. This resulted in mean blood pressure changes (Figure II-L) which showed little
difference between the two experiments except on Days. 1 and 5. Systolic pressure
increased in a regular and consistent fashion over the flight and was significantly different
from the SGBE (p<0.01) by day 5. The reasons for the increased pressures remain
unexplained, but may reflect changes associated with an increased Starling effect (stroke
volume) associated with a headward fluid shift during flight. Changes may also reflect an
autoregulatory response to maintain adequate cerebral perfusion over the course of the
mission.
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c. CarotidBloodFlowVelocity
FiguresII-E throughG andII-M throughOcontaindataoncarotidbloodflow velocity
changesduringflight andtheSGBE.Meancarotidbloodflow velocitywassignificantly
lower(p<0.01)overtheentirecourseof spaceflightcomparedto theSGBE.This wasthe
resultof consistentlylowerdiastolicflow rates(FigureII-N) andinability to generateas
greatamaximalflow. It is of note(FigureII-E) thatmaximalflow during flight was
consistentlylower thanSGBE,butparticularlyduring thedayonDays3,4 and5. Values
equalized,or reached,SGBEvaluesduringthelights-off period(2400to 0800hours)in
thesecases.Thereasonsfor thesechangesremainunexplained.Theknownheadwardfluid
shiftsmayhaveactedtoincreaseresistanceto flow in thesecases.Theincreasedobserved
pressurechangesareconsistentwith findingsof a loweredflow, with compensatory
reactionthroughautoregulatorychanges.
d. CarotidPeripheralVascularResistance
Themoststrikingfinding for thestudywasthemarkeddifferencefor changesin peripheral
vascularresistancebetweenflight andtheSGBE.Meanvalues(FigureII-P) were
significantlygreater(p<0.01)over theentireflight duration.Daily variations(FigureII-H)
showedmarkedlylargeswingsduringflight whichweretwice to threetimesgreaterthan
thoseobservedduring theSGBE.ChangesduringDay 1of theflight weresimilar to the
SGBEwith findingsdivergingrapidly thereafter,becoming50%greateron flight Day2.
Thesechangesareinterpretedto indicateasignificantincreasein sympatheticvasculartone
duringflight. Theexactmechanismcausingthechangeswasnot identified,butmaybedue
to theincreasedheadwardshift of bodyandtissuefluids causedby weightlessness.The
increasedresistancepersistedovertheentireflight andshowednosignsof abatingby the
lastdayof themission.
2. Comparisonof Day/NightVariations
Daily meanvariationsof variousparameters,asgivenin FiguresII-I throughII-P were
furthersubdividedinto their specificdayandnighttimecomponents(FiguresIII-A through
III-H). Thedaytimeduring flight andtheSGBEwastheperiodfrom 0800to2400hours
(lights-on)andnighttime wastheperiod24(X)to 0800hours(lights-off).This analysis
wasconductedto possiblyidentifyadditionalexplanationsfor thechangeseento occur
with flight.
a.HeartRate
Averagedailyvaluesduringthenight(solidcircles)arecomparedtoday timelevels(open
circles)for bothflight andtheSGBEin FigureIII-A. Nighttimevaluestendedto belower
in mostcases.DuringtheSGBE,nighttimevah,esweresignificantlyloweronDay3
(p<0.01)andDay4 (p<0.05).Duringflight suchdifferencesoccurredonDays2, 3 and5
(p<0.01).In all cases,exceptDay4, nighttimevaluesduringflight weresignificantly
lower(p<0.01)thanduring theSGBE.Thesevariationsof cardiacrhythmover thecourse
of theflight wouldsupporttheconclusionof increasinganddecreasingsympathetictoneas
themostplausibleexplanationfor theobservedfindings.In flight, or immediatepost-
flight, testswith pharmacologicagentsshouldbeconductedin thefutureto provide
definitive informationasto themajorroleof sympatheticversusparasympathetic,nervous
systemfactors.Simultaneouslyrecordedneurophysiologicdataobtainedby co-
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investigators may also shed light on possible changes in these control systems from
vestibular nerve recordings and/or EEGs.
b. Blood Pressure
Day/night variations for systolic, diastolic and mean carotid pressures are shown in Figures
III-B through III-D. In all cases expected circadian variations occurred. During the SGBE
night time, systolic pressure significantly exceeded day time values on Days 1,4, 5 and 6,
with similar changes for diastolic blood pressure oll Day 4 and mean blood pressure on
Days 1, 4, 5 and 6. Such variations were much more prominent during flight and exceeded
SGBE changes. Night time values again exceeded daytime levels and did so significantly
for systolic blood pressure elevations became quite prominent on Days 1,3, and 5; for
diastolic blood pressure on Days 1, 3, and 5; and for mean pressure on Days 1,3,5 and 6.
As shown in Figure III-B, night time systolic blood pressure elevations became quite
prominent on Days 3 and 5 of flight. This resulted in much higher mean blood pressures on
these occasions. These changes again indicate the presence of significantly increased
vascular tone during flight, probably mediated through increased sympathetic nervous
system activity. The prominence of these changes during the night time (sleep) period may
again have been compensatory for decreased blood flow that took place during this period.
c. Blood Flow Velocity
Day/night changes in carotid blood flow velocity are shown in Figures III-E through III-G.
Maximal flow tended to be higher during the night, during flight and the SGBE, without
showing significant changes in minimal flow. This resulted in higher mean flows during
the night time, which was particularly the case during the SGBE. This reaction was blunted
during the flight. The lowered blood flow occurring during flight remains unexplained and
may have been related to the increased headward fluid shift occurring during
weightlessness. Such decreases in blood flow were shown to occur with head down (-700 )
tilt in subsequent tests (6). The regular decrease seen in all test animals (Figure V-U) was
not observed in Gordyy postflight and may indicate flight induced adaptive changes in this
regard, on return to Earth.
d. Peripheral Vascular Resistance
Changes are shown in Figure III-H. Day/night differences were not present during the
SGBE except on Day 3 (lower during the night). On the other hand significant day/night
variations were present during flight, with most values higher during Days 3 and 5 and
lower on Days 4 and 6. These changes clearly indicate the presence of altered central
nervous system control (probably cyclic changes in sympathetic nervous system tone).
In summary, these overall findings demonstrate that marked and significant hemodynamic
changes occurred for the flight animal during weightlessness which were not present
during exposure to identical environmental and psychological conditions, while on the
Earth. Most prominent was a significant inc,ease in carotid peripheral vascular resistance
which resulted from a slight and regular increase in blood pressure over the course of the
flight and significantly lower carotid blood flow. Heart rate also showed lower values over
the period of observation during flight.
These changes are best explained as compensatory (adaptive) to the headward shift of fluid,
regularly seen with weightlessness. It would be expected that a headward tilt in fluid would
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result in the alterations seen and were demonstrated to be the case in subsequent tilt studies
(6).
Evidence of lower heart rate and altered peripheral vascular resistance (Figures II-A and II-
H) also provide important indirect evidence of a central nervous system change during
flight. This is best explained by an increased sympathetic tone which varies markedly over
the day and flight duration. Changes had not reached a level of equilibrium by flight
termination in the present experiment, or in the previous Cosmos 1514 flight. Some of the
observed changes (decreased heart rate and blood flow) may also be adaptive changes to
the hypodynamic and hypometabolic state of weightlessness. Altered day/night patterns
during flight, with marked episodes of relative bradycardia, on Day 5, and increased
vascular resistance, may indicate a heightened state of parasympathetic outflow, or marked
withdrawal of sympathetic tone.
Observed changes could also be indicative of altered cerebral metabolism under these cases.
This may result from altered pressure-flow characteristics caused by headward fluid shift.
It will be of great interest to compare the hemodynamic changes during this flight with the
findings documented by the neurophysiology studies. Altered nervous system activity
corresponding to hemodynamic changes would support a hypothesis that changes may be
induced by altered blood flow under these circumstances.
The question of parasympathetic versus sympathetic influences can be answered during
subsequent flights by injecting appropriate blocking agents during flight, or by testing of
the animals in the immediate postflight period (reaction compared to preflight response).
3. Ground Based Synchronous Experiment with Samurai and Kvak
SGBEs were conducted with the reserve flight animals Samurai and Kvak. These animals
were instrumented in an identical manner to the flight animal and treated in an identical
fashion in all respects except exposure to weightlessness. The 6 day SGBEs with these two
animals were conducted at the Institute of Biomedical Problems, Moscow, USSR on 15
August to 22 August, 1985.
a. Findings for Samurai
Results over the course of the study for Samurai are shown for heart rate, carotid pressure
and carotid flow in Figures IV-A through IV-H and compared to data collected in Gordyy
during the synchronous ground based experiment conducted 20 August 1985. Mean
day/night changes are shown in Figures IV-I through IV-P.
• Heart Rate
Heart rate showed the expected daily variation ( Figure IV-A), ranging from about 96 to
142 bpm. Low values were regularly seen during the lights off period and peak values
occurring between 1800 and 2400 hours. Daily mean values showed little change over the
6 days until Day 5 when mean values fell to 102 bpm from initial values of 112 bpm
(p<0.05). Heart rate levels for Samurai were always significantly lower than Gordyy
(Figures IV-A and IV-l). Day/night comparisons showed heart rate levels to be lower at
night which became significant on Days 3, 4 and 6 in Samurai and Days 3 and 4 in
Gordyy.
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• Blood Pressure
Carotid pressure (Figures IV-B through IV-D, and IV-J through IV-L) also showed
prominent and well expressed daily rhythms over the experiment (Figure IV-D). The values
tended to be lowest at night. Daily mean values (Figures IV-D and IV-L) showed a
tendency to decrease over the course of the study, becoming significant (p<O.O1) by Day 5.
Such changes did not occur for Gordyy. Mean day/night variations in blood pressure
showed lower night mean pressures throughout for Samurai which were due to lower
systolic as well as diastolic levels (IV-J and IV-K)). Values were significantly lower than
for Gordyy throughout.
• Blood Flow Velocity
Blood flow velocity (Figures IV-E through IV-G, IV-M through IV-O) also showed a
tendency for daily variations with values higher at night. Mean daily values showed a
tendency to decrease on Days 3 and 6 and were highest on Days 1 and 4. Values on Day 6
were significantly lower than on Days 1 and 2. In general absolute levels were lower
(p<O.O11) in Samurai than those measured in Gordyy (35 vs 44 cm/sec) but closer than the
still lower (p<O.01) values in Kvak (22 cm/sec, see below).
• Peripheral Vascular Resistance
Calculated values showed expected daily variations (Figures IV-H and IV-P). Mean values
in Samurai tended to be lower than in Gordyy and became significantly so on Days 1,2
and 5. Night time levels were regularly lower in Samurai and became markedly so starting
on Day 3 of the study.
b. Findings for Kvak
Findings from Kvak for daily changes in heart rate, carotid pressure and carotid flow
velocity, are shown in Figures IV-Q through IV-X. Means for each day of study, including
day/night changes for respective parameters are given in IV-Y through IV-AF. Day 1
values were incomplete; mean values are not shown for Day 1 except for heart rate.
• Heart Rate
Mean heart rate (Figure IV-Q) showed daily variations ranging from 10 to 38 bpm over the
course of the study. However, each daily 24-hour mean heart rate did not vary significantly
over the 6-day period as shown in Figure IV-Y. Day 4 results showed large 24-hour
variations. Changes in general were close to those recorded in Gordyy, particularly by the
end of the study.
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• Blood Pressure
Daily bloodpressurechangesareshownin FiguresIV-R throughT, with respectivemean
valuesplottedin FiguresIV-Z, IV-AA, andIV-AB. Valuesshowed24-hourvariations
(FigureIV-T), andvariableresponses,with smallerchangesonDays2 and4. Comparison
of daily changesin pressureshowedsignificant(p<0.01)decrease.Theminimal changes
onDays2and4 couldrepresentincompleteadaptationof theanimalto theconditionof the
study.Similarchangesoccurredfor Samurai.
• BloodFlow Velocity
Changesover thecourseof thestudyareshownin FiguresIV-U throughW, with mean
valuesshownin IV-AC throughAE.Accuratereadings(20beatsegments)couldnotbe
obtainedatall of thetimedintervalsdueto artifactsin theobtainedtracingsdueto possible
headpositionalchanges,or pooroperationof thetransducer.Themissingareaswill require
re-editingof thedataby handwhichwasnotpossibleto completefor thisreport.The
minimal availabledata,asshown,demonstratesomedaily variationover thecourseof the
studyandfluctuationsof 8-10cm/sec.Meanflow did notchangeover thecourseof the
study.In contrastto meanbloodpressure(FigureIV-AB) whichshoweda tendencyto fall
over thecourseof thestudy,meanflow tendedto increase(FigureIV-AE). Absolutelevels
for flow velocitywereone-halfthatobservedinGordyyduringsimilarconditions(Figure
IV-W).
• PeripheralVascularResistance
Dueto theincompletedatasetfor carotidflow velocity,thesecalculationsmustbe
consideredqualitativeat best(FigureIV-X andIV-AF). Accuratevalueswill needto be
reportedatafuturetime.Vascularresistanceprovedto behigherthroughoutin Kvak
comparedto Gordyy(FigureIV-X) andtendedto decreaseoverthecourseof thestudy,
almostequallingvaluesin GordyybyDay6 of thestudy.
In summary,thecomparisonsof thethreeanimalsindicate:
• Heartratesremainedstable(did notdecrease)over theperiodof thestudy,asoccurred
during flight. Absolutevaluesfor heartratedt,ring flight werelower.
• Bloodpressure(partict|larlysystolicandmeanvalues)did not increaseover theperiod
of thestudy inanyanimals,asit did duringflight.
• A markedelevationof peripheralvascularesistance(of amagnitudeseenwith flight)
did notoccur,norweresignificant(wide)daily variationsseen.
Day/nightvariationsfor theabovedatawerepresent,butnotof themagnitudeseen
with theflight animalduringexposureto weightlessness.
Resultsfor bothflight candidateanimals,with regardto changefrom baseline,agreed
well with thoseobtainedfor tim flight animal(Gordyy),whentestedon theground.All
threeanimalsweretestedunderidenticalconditions,theflight animalbeingevaluated
onemonth following spaceflight.
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4. Tilt TestResults
Tilt testswereconductedin theflight and_ound-basedsupportanimalsinorderto better
understandthemagnitudeandnatureof cardiovascularchangeoccurringwith
weightlessness,or after6-dayimmobilizationprocedures(chairrestraint)asoccurredin the
SGBE.Thetestingprotocol,wasthatpreviouslydescribed(seeMethodssection)and
jointly determinedwithSovietco-investigators.
Resultsof twotilt testsconductedon Kvak(24Juneand23August)areshownin Figures
V-A andV-B with resultsof analysisfor comparativeheartrate,bloodpressureandflow
changesshownin figuresV-C throughE, respectively.Tabularvaluesrepresentingone
minutevaluesfor heartrate,meanbloodpressure,pulsepressure,andmeancarotidblood
flow velocityareincludedin TableV-I.
Resultsof thethreetilt testsconductedonSamurai(28June,12Augustand23August)are
shownin FiguresV-F throughH, with resultsfor comparativeheartrate,bloodpressure
andflow givenin figt,resV-I throt,ghK. Tabularvaluesrepresentingoneminutevaluesfor
heartrate,meanbloodpressure,pt,lsepressure,andmeancarotidbloodflow velocityare
includedin TableV-1.
Resultsof the three tilt tests conducted in the flight animal Gordyy are shown in Figures V-
L through V-N with comparative tilt results for heart rate, blood pressure and flow given in
figures V-O through Q. Tabt, lar values representing one minute values for heart rate, mean
blood pressure, pulse pressure, and mean carotid blood flow velocity are included in Table
V-1.
Comparison of tilt test results between the animals is given in Table V-l, which includes
the mean data (calculated for each respective 5 or 6 minute test segment) for each period of
the test procedure. Data on the immediate postflight test in Gordyy is not included in this
analysis. Data in Table V- 1 is grouped according to recorded parameters with heart rate
(HR) first, followed by mean blood presst,re (BP), then pulse pressure (PP) and finally
mean blood flow (BF) velocity,. Values are listed in the times sequence of the test starting
with the 0 ° body position, then +70", -70 °, 0", -70", +70 ° and finally 0 °. Values listed in
the column to the far right represent the mean values +/- SE for all animals (recorded over
the seven tests) at that particular phase of the test procedure for a selected respective
hemodynamic parameter. A cursory analysis of the data reveals fairly wide variations of
resting state (initial resting 0") values) between animals and for a given parameter in the
same animals on repeat testing..Yet, given these apparent differences, responses to each
respective test followed a similar pattern in all animals; heart rate usually increasing with
+70 ° tilt, and decreasing or rett, rning toward non-hal, when at -70 °. Blood pressure
evidenced reciprocal changes to heart rate.
a. Heart Rates
Resting heart rate levels in Gordyy (220 and 236 bpm) were much higher than in the other
animals and persisted over the duration of the tests. The elevated rates may in part be a
reaction to the anesthetic agent (Valium). Mean heart rates tbr all animals in Table V- 1,
showed a slight elevation with +70 °, slight decrease (non-significant) with -70 °, return to
baseline with 0% a subsequent decrease with -70 ° and slightly depressed (relative to initial
resting levels, but non-significant) on final return to 0" at the end of the study. Each animal
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generallyfollowedthispatternexceptSamuraiwhofailedto showheartrateelevationwith
+70° tilt.
To betterfollow specificchangesinagivenparameteroverthecourseof thetilt, datawere
plottedaschangesfrom meanrestinglevels(detemlinedfrom thethree0 periods)asshown
in FiguresV-C, V-I, andV-O. Heartratechangesfor thetwo studieswith Kvak (FigureV-
C) showedthatheartrateincreased20bpmfi'ombaselinelevelsduringtheearlyphasesof
both+70° exposures,but fell backto baselineoverthe lasttwominutesof thepreflight
test.Valuesfell duringthe-70° phase,but reachedbaselinelevelsonly in thepost
synchronouscontroltest.Valuesreturnedto baselinelevelsbythelasttwo minutesof the
0° periodin bothtests.Afteran initial heartrateelevation,bothtestsshowedadeclineat
-70° andthena sharpincreaseonpositioningat+70° whichthenfell gradually,staying10
bpmabovebaselinein thefirst testand 10bpmbelowbaselinein theother.
Heartratechangesfor thethreestudiesin Samurai(FigureV-I) weresimilar to thatin Kvak
anddifferedonly in afall (insteadof arise)in heartrateimmediatelyuponplacementin the
+70° positionduringthepreflighttilt andarisein heartrote(insteadof fall) immediately
uponplacementin the last(second)+70"positionduring the23August(postsynchronous
control)study.Changesfor theflight animalGordyyareshownin FigureV-O andwere
similar to thosefor Kvak;a+70°tilt resultedin a20bpmincreasein heartrate.
b. Blood Pressure
Meanbloodpressurelevelsshowedmarkedvariationfrom animalto animalandfrom test
to testin thesameanimal.Meansfor theentirestudy(seeTableV-1) showedamarked
drop (p<O.01)from 122mmHgto 107mmHgwith +70" tilt, returningto baselinewith a
slight overshootat -70": falling againto 101mmHg(p<0.01)with the last+70" tilt.
Analysisof bloodpressureshowedsimilarchangesin all threeanimals.Changesfor Kvak
during thesestudies(Figure V-D) showed greater decrease during the preflight test than
after the synchronous control experiment, particularly during the last +70 ° exposure.
Similar changes occurred for Samurai (Figure V-J) with the greatest decrease during the
post synchronous control exposure. Gordyy (Figure V-P) also showed larger decreases
during the second +70" tilt, immediately post-flight.
c. Blood Flow Velocity
In general blood flow (Table V-1) showed only slight changes with the various tilt
positions, decreasing slightly with +70'L remaining depressed at -70", returning to baseline
during the 0 period and decreasing again with +70" exposure.
Changes from baseline are shown for Kvak in Figure V-E. Analysis was complicated in
this instance by absolute values during the post synchronous control experiment, which
were 40-50% lower than during the preflight experiment. The reason remains unexplained.
This may have been due to head position changes during the test period, or poor function
of the transducer. Blood flow velocity, however showed expected changes during both
studies. Blood flow velocity during the preflight test did not return to baseline levels after
the first -70" procedure (0O period) until the last two minutes of monitoring, showed little
change during the subsequent -70" tilt and then rapidly dropped during the ensuing +70 °
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tilt, graduallyreturningto baselinelevelsbythelastseveralminutesof tilt. Thelargestand
mostpersistentchangesin flow duringthesecondstudyoccurredduring thesecond+70°
tilt exposure.
Changesfor Samuraiareshownin FigureV-K. Flowshowedexpectedchangesduring
eachof thestudies,falling with+70° tilt initially asmuchas40-50cm/secwith subsequent
returntowardbaseline.The-70tilt resultedin slightfalls.The0° positionaftertheinitial
+70otilt and-70° tilts resultedin higherflow valueson thetestconducted12Augustthan
in theothertwo studies.
Flow velocitychangesfor Gordyyareshownin FigureV-Q. Post-flightchangesshowed
dramaticdifferencescomparedto theother"twotestswithconsistentlygreaterchangesover
theentiretimecourseof theprocedures.Flowvelocitywasdepressed30cm/secduring the
initial +70° tilt, failedto rett,rnto baselineduringthe-70"phaseandreachedbaselinelevels
on returnto 0° only duringthelastmint,te.Thefollowing -70° bodypositionchangeagain
resultedin a2(}cm/secdecreaseand30cm/seclossoccurredduring+70".In contrast,the
animalreactedmorerapidlyandcompensatedfor thebodychangesmoreadequatelyduring
thepre-flightandpost-synchronouscontrolexperiments.
d. PulsePressure
Pulsepressures(PP)werecalculatedinTableV-1 asanaeansof detemainingwhether
significantchangein cardiacoutput(strokevolume)occurredoverthevariousphasesof the
tilt procedure.As shown,few significantchangesoccurred.Pulsepressuredropped3-5
mmHgwith +70"tilt and5-6mmHgwith -70"tilt. Theseresultssupporttheconclusionthat
bloodflow velocitychangesdid notoccurduringthesegroundbasedtests,in contrastto
testsdoneafterspaceflight.
e.GroupMeanChanges
FigureV-R illustratesthechangesinmean(group)valuesfor heartrate,bloodpressureand
flow velocitytakenfi'omdata/'orall seventilt testsas listedin TableV-1. Thesecurves
thenrepresentheaveragechangesoverthecourseof theprotocolfor all animals,obtained
duringgroundexperinaentswhennotexposedtospaceflight.FiguresV-S throughV-U
showthederivedchangesfl'ombaselinefor eachphaseof thestudyrespectivelyfor heart
rate, mean blood pressure and mean blood flow and can be compared with findings during
the immediate postflight tilt for Gordyy. in Figure V-M. Heart rate changes (Figure V-S) in
the postflight tilt test for Gordyy were rot,oh less during each of the -70 ° tilts. Heart rate
increased 5-6 bpm, instead of falling 10 bpm, and heart rate increase was far greater during
the last +70* change (20 bpm vs 5 bpm). Blood pressure (Figure V-T) showed similar,
almost identical +70 ° tilt decreases and slight increase with -70 °. The most striking was that
pressure remained depressed (20 to 30 mmHg) during the mid test period of return to
horizontal body position (0°). Blood flow velocity (Figure V-U), in Gordyy was
dramatically different ira compmison to the group mean results. The postflight tilt test was
associated with dramatic decreases in levels during the +70 ° tilts and a slow return to
baseline level during the midtema return of body position to 0 °, whereas the grouped mean
results showed small and insignificant changes in flow across the study.
In summary, the tilt test proved to be valuable lot studying cardiovascular control in this
primate model. The "average" response curve to the test could be developed by studying a
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numberof animals.Thisresponsecouldbecomparedwith postflightresponsesto
demonstratethat"cardiovasculardeconditioning"waspresentin thefight animal.The
deconditionedstatein thisanimalmodelwasbestcharacterizedbychangesin bloodflow to
theheadandmoderatechangesin bloodpressure.Theaccuracyandpredictabilityof
changescannotbedeterminedin flight until additionalstudiesaredonein non-flight
animals,andpostflighttestsin futureflight subjects.
E. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
1. Cosmos 1667
Findings demonstrate that significant cardiovascular change occurred for the test monkey
over the course of the 6-day flight. Heart rate and blood pressure showed overt evidence of
change over the course of the flight and did not demonstrate evidence of stabilization by the
time of flight termination. Blood flow to the head was maintained with little alteration in
absolute level, but this was accomplished at the expense of a significant increase in
peripheral vascular resistance. Dramatic increases in arterial pulse pressure, as compared to
control state, were also documented over the course of the flight. This may indicate inflight
hemodynamic adjustments to the headward fluid shifts that are known to occur with
weightlessness. Comparison of flight findings with the synchronous control data showed
that hemodynamic adaptation to a weightless state requires greater than 7 days in this non-
human primate model. A significant increase in heart rate was observed on launch and
insertion into orbit, without evidence of blood pressure or flow alterations. Presence of a
persistently increased pulse pressure, compared to synchronous control, provides
suggestive evidence for an elevated stroke volume over the course of the mission. If real,
the increases in stroke volume would tend to compensate for the observed decreases in
flight heart rate, thus maintaining cardiac outpt,t unchanged over the course of the mission.
These findings need to be verified by comparison with rheoplethysmographic
determinations of cardiac ot, tput obtained by other Soviet co-investigators.
The validity of spaceflight hernodynamic changes were supported by ground based
experiments in two additional flight candidate animals. Ground based experiments were
conducted under conditions identical to flight, except for exposure to weightlessness.
Cardiovascular reactions in these animals did not differ markedly from those of the flight
animal when tested on the ground one month after spaceflight. In general these studies
conducted for 7-9 days periods failed to show significant changes in heart rate, blood
pressure, or peripheral vasct, lar resistance. In contrast, changes in these parameters were a
salient feature of spacefight.
Evidence of c_u'diovascular deconditioning was seen in tilt tests conducted 3 days after
recovery of the spacecraft. Plasma voh, me changes were probably not a significant factor in
contributing to cardiovascular responses at this time. Changes were manifested by altered
magnitude and time course of response for a given hemodynamic parameter, either during
the period of exposure to body position change, or during recovery. Blood flow velocity
showed the most change, followed by pressure. Such findings tend to support a hypothesis
that nervous system control changes play a greater role in postflight cardiovascular changes
than previously suggested. The significance of the immediate postfight changes were
strengthened by data collected in the two backup flight animals who were also exposed to
repeated tilt studies over the course of the experinaent. Data in these latter animals agreed in
general with that obtained from the flight animal when tested prior to flight and one month
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later.A comparisonof theimmediatepostflighttilt resultsfromGordyyandtheaverage
valuefor tilt flight responseasobtainedfrompooling7 testsconductedin thethree
animals,two backupsandflight animal,showedthegreatestchangesin bloodflow
velocity followedby in bloodpressure.
Thesestudiessuggestheneedfor furtherflight investigationsusingthisprimatemodel.
Centralnervoussystemparametersrecordedduringamissionshouldbecomparedwith the
hemodynamicfindingsdescribedhere.Ourresuhssuggesthatthismayuncoverfactors
involvedin controllingthechangeseen.
Timedid notpermitanalysisof all availabledatafrom theflight. Somepreflighttilt test
resultsfrom severalflight candidateanimalshaveyetto beanalyzed.Somedatawere
obtainedduringthebioengineeringtestswhereelectricalnoiseinterferedwith signal
quality.Thisdatawould requireprocessingbyhand,with subsequentdataentry into the
computerfor analysis.Twentybeatsegmentswerenotavailablefor dataeventsin several
instancesandwouldalsorequirehandcalculationwhichcouldnotbeaccomplishedfor this
analysis.Also, somecalibrationdatahasyet to belocatedwhichwouldberequired.
2. Comparisonof Resultsof Cosmos1514and 1667
Statisticalcomparisonof thedatafromtheCosmos1514CardiovascularExperimentwith
thoseof Cosmos1667revealedthefollowing keydifferences(4).
Heartratein theCosmos1514flight monkey,Bion,wassignificantlylower thanin
Gordyythroughouthestudy.Thetwoanimalsshowedthesametrendsin heartrate
changesduringflight despitetheabsolutedifferencesin heartratelevels.An irnmediate
initial dropfront launchlevelswasassociatedwith theassumedheadwardshift inblood
andbodyfluid volumeson insertionintoorbit (Day 1). A decreasein heartrateoverthe
durationof themissionwasprobablydueto ahypo-metabolicstateinducedduring
weightlessness.
MeancarotidbloodpresstirewassignificantlyhigherinGordyythanin Bion,on the
launchpadandthroughoutflight. Thereasonfor thesedifferencesis unclear.They
couldberelatedto inherentphysiologicalvariabilitywithin thespecies.
While on thelaunchpad,bloodflow velocityto the head was also significantly elevated
in Gordyy as compared to Bion. Absolute values were higher in Gordyy over the entire
mission duration. If total flow were the same, flow velocity should have been higher in
Bion because Bion's flow transducer had a smaller cross-sectional area. The higher
flow velocity and cross sectional area in Gordyy indicates a higher blood flow. The
difference may have been due to a physiological disirnilarity between the 2 animals.
Flow response in microgravity differed slightly between the two animals with Bion
exhibiting a larger decrease during the first few days of flight.
• Vascular resistance varied slightly on a daily basis between the two animals, but over-
all changes were not significantly different."
4O
F. RECOMMENDATIONS
The chronically instrumented rhesus monkey used for these experiments appears to be an
adequate model for studying the physiological effects of weightlessness. Significant
alterations in blood pressure and flow to the head were seen to occur. Comparison of
carotid pressure-flow dynamics with overall cardiac output changes demonstrated that the
system autoregulated flow to the head, and that Day 2 of flight appeared to be the most
difficult one for adaptation. There is sound evidence of hemodynamic consequences
associated with the weightlessness induced headward shift of blood and fluid, including
standing waves and most likely a resetting of baroreceptor responses. Based on these
findings it is recommended that:
• This animal model be flown again to increase the number of observations for statistical
validity. Data is needed on at least four additional animals.
Data obtained from hemodynanlic studies be correlated with findings from other
Cosmos investigations, particularly data on cardiac output and neurovestibular
reactions. Data from cardiac output studies will be invaluable in gauging the ability of
the circulatory bed in the head and neck to auto-regulate. The finding that standing
waves occur in microgravity may be useful for studying the space motion sickness
syndrome which is experienced regularly in spaceflight. Cosmos 1667 was the first
time that hemodynamic and neurovestibular measurements were made in the same
animal during space flight. A comparison of results would have important scientific
value.
The external carotid artery, should be ligated in the next series of animals in order to
provide data on cerebral blood flow and thus oxygen delivery capabilities during space
flight. A pressure and/or flow probe might be placed on the terminal aorta or iliac artery
to register flow and pressure in the lower half of the body, tbr comparison with
hemodynamics in the upper half.
Improvements need to be made in the present cross-calibration system used to monitor
both pressure and flow. The Ailtech transducer should be replaced with a more reliable,
stable system. A calibration procedure using the flight animal needs to be performed
using both laboratory equipment and the flight CV signal processor. The system needs
to be extended to allow measurement of at least two flows simultaneously in the same
animal. Improved computer-based analyses techniques now available can be employed
in the reduction of data obtained during future missions. On-site data collection and
analyses will make immediate calibration and data verification possible. A detailed
description of a Personal Computer-based Data Acquisition and Reduction System (PC-
DARS) appropriate for this use is available.
CV data would be more meaningful if compared with related results obtained by Soviet
co-investigators. This includes data on blood volume changes, measurement of cardiac
output and neurophysiologic findings.
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TABLE I
CAP (SYS/DIAS.)USING STICK RESULTS(SAMURAI)
PRE-FLIGHT POST-FLIGHT SYNCHRONOUS
Flight BoxTCU Time: 22733:56:24
156.5/110.0 196.5/142.8
149.3/89.7
239.3/176.5
204.9/163.0
Flight BoxTCU Time: 22923:49:53
130.9/76.6
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III. COSMOS 1667 DOCUMENT OVERVIEW
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Significant documents relating to the Cosmos 1667 mission are briefly described below.
A. Cosmos 1667: Primate Cardiovascular Experiment Final Science Report.
This report, (a first draft), contains preliminary analyses of the primate cardiovascular data
collected during the July 1985 mission and subsequent postflight studies conducted one
month later. It supplies background infomlation, objectives, methods, results and
discussion of the Cosmos 1667 CV experiment.
B. Cosmos 1514 and 1667: Comparison Report of Primate Cardiovascular Experiment.
Submitted 4 months after the final science report (draft), it presents a complete comparison
of the cardiovascular data collected on Cosmos 1514 and 1667. Statistical comparison
tables and graphs are included. Methods and hardware are described only briefly.
C. Final Reports of U.S. Monkey and Rat Experiments Flown on the Soviet Satellite
Cosmos 1514.
This is a technical memorandum detailing the mission configuration, experiment hardware,
objectives, methods, results and discussion for the complete complement of U.S.
experiments conducted aboard Cosmos 1514 in December 1983. Primate Cardiovascular
Experiment hardware and integration is described in detail.
D. Cosmos '85: Cardiovascular Measurements Experiment Specifications and Procedures
Manual.
This document was written in preparation for the CV Experiment aboard Cosmos 1667. It
provides all required information for the identification, assembly, checkout, operation, and
functional verification of U.S. instrumentation for the CV study.
E. Cardiovascular Results
This 4-volume report contains detailed data for the CV experiment.
Volume I: Final Report of Cosmos 1514 and 1667 Cardiovascular Results Volume II:
Twenty Volume II: Twenty Beat Snapshots (data segments)
Volume III Summary of Tilt Events
Volume IV: Analysis of Impedance
F. Krotov, V.P., H Sandler, V.S. Magedov, J.W. Hines, A.M. Badakva, A.N.Nazin:
Hemodynamics in Primates at an Early Stage of Adaptation to Microgravity, Kosm. Biol.
i Aviakosm. Med. (Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine), 1988, No. 5,
pp 33-39. Translated from the Russian
This is a journal report, published in Russian, on the joint U.S./U.S.S.R. Cardiovascular
Experiment on Cosmos 1667. A copy of an English translation of the text and figure
legends is available through the NASA ARC Cosmos Project Manager (see Preface to this
Technical Memorandum).
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